SBD – Even greater security for your home

The new Guardian range has been engineered to offer even greater security. We offer three styles: Horizon, Carlton and now Salisbury. Available with canopy or retractable gearing options and in any one of seven standard colours. We also offer a range of FrontGuard front entrance doors, which are Secured by Design (SBD) accredited to complete the package. This also qualifies for 2 points under the Code for Sustainable Homes, a national standard for use in the construction of new homes which encourages greater sustainability.

Steel Frame as Standard
All SBD doors come supplied with a galvanised steel frame as standard, which is quick and easy to fit and provides added structural strength and stability to the door and the opening.

Lock Body Protection and Anti-Snap Cylinder
A reinforcing plate has been added to the lock body to prevent attacks against the locking mechanism.

High Security Bracing
There are now at least eight door braces rather than two at the back of the door for extra protection.

Improved Lock Security
Additional steel plates have been added to the base corners of the door to protect the bottom locking system.
Steel panel doors – Precision engineering and colour choice

Garador steel garage doors offer excellent value for money. They are designed to provide you with maximum safety and security whilst ensuring years of reliable, trouble free service. Whatever size of garage opening you have, it is certain we'll have a beautiful steel door to suit your requirements. No matter whether you choose a panelled, ribbed or design door in standard white or one of our eighteen standard colours - a Garador garage door adds beauty and value to your home.

Secured by Design
The Guardian range includes three door styles, which have been Secured by Design certified. Available with either canopy or retractable gearing, these doors have been designed and tested by the UK police to withstand an attack by a burglar.

Code for Sustainable Homes
The Garador Guardian range also qualifies for 2 points under the Code for Sustainable Homes, a national standard for use in the construction of new homes which encourages greater sustainability.
The classical beauty of ribbed doors

Ribbed door designs have a classical appearance and blend in with most homes. Their tough and sturdy precision engineered construction offers maximum durability and timeless kerb appeal. For steel door options, please see pages 28 - 30.

Our Wentwood and Sherwood designs offer the natural appearance of timber whilst retaining all the cost and maintenance advantages of a steel door. The foil-coating provides this by giving the rivet-free door leaf an ultra-fine textured surface with a realistic woodgrain appearance.